
Stretch Fabric Display Stands 
Formulate Exhibition Stands are a range of fabric displays for backdrops, exhibition and trade show 

displays, events and conferences.  

http://www.pod-exhibition-systems.co.uk/portable-displays/formulate-fabric-stands 

 

 

Formulate freestanding stretch fabric stands are an ideal branding solution providing a stunning 

visual impact for any modern exhibition, display, and conference or retail backdrop. With a range of 

stylish shapes available, these display stands use an interchangeable, digitally printed fabric 

stretched over a strong yet lightweight aluminium frame. These unique display systems are real 

value for money, easily stored and transported with a carry bag as standard and quick to assemble. 

Why we like the Formulate system: 

 Interchangeable fabric graphics, removable to wash or replace 

 one-piece fabric graphic for easy storage 

 Replacement graphics available or additional sets for multiple marketing initiatives. 

 Real value for money and low cost for rebranding 

 Lightweight for easy transportation 

http://www.pod-exhibition-systems.co.uk/portable-displays/formulate-fabric-stands


 Fast UK delivery 

 No tools required 

Pop Up Stand Alternative 

A great alternative to pop up stands as the high visual impact system looks spectacular with its 

smooth sweeping lines and seamless large graphic areas.  The Formulate contains no panel joins and 

the overall weight of the display is less than a traditional pop up.  

The lightweight aluminium frame is easily assembled using simple tubes that lock into place using 

snap buttons. The Formulate system is supplied flat packed making it easy to transport and store. A 

2900mm wide display weighs less than 9kg, making this one of our lightest weight backdrop options. 

The framework clicks together, and is supplied with a numbering system, to make set up very quick 

and easy. 

The graphic is a power stretch 215gsm fabric sock that fits snuggly around the frame giving you a 

perfect seamless graphic. It is easily interchangeable giving you flexibility - perfect for if your sales 

message is changed frequently. The stretch in the print helps keep the skin of the stand tensioned 

once fitted. 
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